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 Andrew Forkner’s demonstration
was, initially, very different and, for
those who had come with the
expectations of one centring on
the use of coloured pencils as
advertised, disappointing.

It was only after the half time break
that he took us through some of
his pencil paintings and how they
were achieved, with some notable
new ideas; like using a fine point
scraper on a clear or white
background to achieve whiskers,
as well as soft translucent hairs at
the end of coloured ones.

Andrew’s majority of time was
spent, via a carefully edited power
point presentation on a painting,
centred around a sketch he
created, after a study of many
images, of a Kingfisher on a
Bullrush Head or Mace. The fine
detail and overlaying of every area
of this soon gave us reason to be
encouraged and amazed.

Starting with an image of his work
area layout prior to painting and
explanations of these, particularly
the Chroma-colour paint and its
history, from early use by Disney
for their cartoons painted on
acetate overlays, to today, where
its luminescent quality can be
achieved to lighten then darken
the work by overlaying the same
colour in differing strengths.

Using No.1 and No.2 Pro-art
Prolene Brushes on thrice white
primed MDF, Andrew began his
painstaking work using Payne’s
Grey to remove the vast area of
white. Each layer kept the
underlying one, therefore giving
depth to the feathers, eye, beak
and reed, that was beautiful to
watch, from a lighter amount of
paint each time.

November Demonstration

Cont over

Dates for your diary :

24-27th  Nov Annual Exhibition
 in the Town Hall

6th Dec 2021     7:30pm -

AGM followed by a LIVE demon-
stration  by BERNARD WILL-
INGTON.

 For the head feathers, it changed
the image to round from flat and,
on the eye, gave us not just the
white light we usually see, but two
other reflections in the brown and
black circles of the deeper eye
surface.
During all of his work on screen,
Andrew gave many examples and
tips to achieving the realism and
life in this detailed work that would
have taken at least 20hrs:
Use opaque white over black to
give it depth.
Small(not tiny) brushes keep the
paint to the right amount for each
area.
Keep a trace copy of the original
sketch to save you if starting all
over again.
Constantly search for shapes,
tones and patterns in your work as
you do it.
Check each stage and think how it
will be when all the colour is
added.
Different directional strokes help
create 3 dimensional images.
Every layer should add to and not
cover that underneath.
Any eye is convex. So treat it that
way with light and reflections.
Create your blacks with a
combination of Burnt Umber, for a
subtle, not flat, black.
Place detail into an area before
placing shadows over the top,
keeps depth of detail.
Paint strokes should follow the
feathers, hair, fur, leaf line
direction.
Stippling creates better
dimensional results than flat brush
strokes for a Reed Mace.
Use Burnt Sienna soften areas
before highlighting.

Our thanks to Andrew for an
intriguing evening of fine art
learning and encouragement.
Thanks also to Evelyn for booking
him
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Led enthusiastically by Bernard
Willington, at the Market
Lavington Village Hall,
Tuesdays at 10am to 12.30pm.

Bernard is looking at a range
of art areas, plus teaching
painting styles, colour use,
leading discussions on art
movements, groups, history and
websites to visit.

Cost is £30 for 6 sessions. See
https://lawrenceartsociety.co.u
k/art-classes-2021/ for details.

Julie Weir has had to retire from
our committee due to illness in
the family.
So we do need a member who is
Social Media Savvy to continue
her work.
See a committee member at a
meeting or contact us on our
e-mail
‘Please make sure to tell others
about the items and links you
see.’
Sharing posts there by family
and friends as well on other
social media sites is needed to
spread the word about our great
Society and the Exhibition!

Website update

There were 682 visits to the
website home page last month

Paintings entered into the exhibition
will be shown on the website after
the exhibition closes - another
opportunity of purchasing that
painting you were going to come
back for whilst in the Town Hall !

Art Class update

Facebook page

Dates for your diary :

24-27th  Nov Annual Exhibition
 in the Town Hall

6th Dec 2021     7:30pm -

AGM followed by a LIVE demon-
stration  by BERNARD WILL-
INGTON.

25th to 27th November 2021
(online from 28th )

ENTRIES NOW CLOSED

We have over 200 entries for this
year’s Exhibition at The Town
Hall’s Assembly Room.
Preparations are ready for
members to hand their work in
on the 24th from 9.30am to
12.30pm and for all pieces to be
hung in author grouping this
year.

Bernard Willington, Jean Perrett,
Nick Hunt and Chris Cash, from
your committee, have already
volunteered to paint live during
the exhibition. Others please ?!

Margaret has contacted
members to create a daily list

of stewards but you are
welcome to come and help

See you at the Preview
Opening 6.30pm to 7.30pm on

the 24th.

Annual Exhibition 2021

Hillworth Park Cafe Exhibition
Now Opening from December
1st.

Join a friend on a bright
Winter’s day for a hot cuppa
and cake to see this.

Next change of exhibits will
be in February 2022.

Ring Jill on 01380 848532 or
Jean on 01380 828695 to have
your work shown then.

Hillworth Park Cafe
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Time to Renew Membership

After a year of uncertainty, and
separation with Zooming, due to
Covid, we have re-joined at our

new venue in cosy, more
intimate surroundings (windows
open and masks on) to savour

three delightful demonstrations,
full of wow, wonder and

encouragement!

Once again, we will be
prefacing our December
Demonstration, this year from
our Master of Landscape,
Bernard Willington, by a brief
AGM.
Festive Fare will be ready to add
to the festive cheer we will greet
each other with at the half time
break.
The AGM agenda and yearly
reports will be with you soon.
Please raise any questions for
this by sending them to our email
address:
lsa.devizes@gmail.com

Two proposals have already
been made - the price of joint
membership and the change of
‘amateur’ in publicity to ‘all
abilities’.

The meeting will be held in the
Seminar Room of the Devizes
Conservative Club. There is
parking to the rear of the club,
and a bus-stop outside of the
Museum.

December 6th Demonstration
and AGM:

Dates for your diary :

24-27th  Nov Annual Exhibition
 in the Town Hall

6th Dec 2021     7:30pm -

AGM followed by a LIVE demon-
stration  by BERNARD WILL-
INGTON.

Society Calendar

2022 Lawrence Art Society
Artists Calendar ( £6ea )
Available at our meetings and
at the exhibition.

Going Fast!

A superb Christmas present
of member’s work !

En plein air sessions

Jean’s arranged session at
Boscombe Down Air Museum,
had several members greatly
enjoying the range of subjects to
paint, both inside and outside.

Our thanks to Jean for this
year’s opportunities.

As the virus pandemic shifted
our year on a bit, the time to
renew your membership is upon
us (unless you have already
done so). Membership fees are
due by the end of December,
however further reminders will
be e-mailed.

Don’t forget we are the oldest,
friendliest and least expensive,
quality Art Society in Wiltshire
and beyond. Still £20 a year
and £2 evening attended (£3 for
visitors).

Publicity
Posters and flyers are
available to advertise both the
exhibition and our society, can
members ask committee
members for these to distribute
wherever they live: on their cars,
in post offices, shops, parish
noticeboards and given to family
too.

mailto:lsa.devizes@gmail.com

